TIMELINE FOR BI ACTIVITIES ACROSS ALL MACHINES

**LINACs (and their transfer lines)**
- PSB
- PS complex
- SPS
- LHC

Activities in grey are COMPLETED

**Start:** 01 Jan
**Finish:** 01 Feb

**REMEDIATION SEM grids L4T, L4Z**
06 Jan - 10 Jan

**PS ring BCT**
electronic maintenance
06 Jan - 07 Jan

**Ready to install prototype HALO diagnostics**
06 Jan

**SEM-grids electronics: repair**
20 Jan - 31 Jan

**BCT 31458 - Mounting**
17 Jan - 19 Jan
POSTPONED
(relocated from BE-BF)

**BPV 31708 - Mounting**
20 Jan - 24 Jan
POSTPONED
(relocated from BE-BF)

**Reinstall BPH.11808**
29 Jan
POSTPONED
(waiting for magnet installation)

**LINACs (and their transfer lines)**
- PSB
- PS complex
- SPS
- LHC

Activities in grey are COMPLETED
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